
CHANGE OF STATE
We live in an ever evolving world, 
where change is constant. During 
the summer and autumn of 2022 we 
have seen 2 new Prime Ministers 
come into office.  We also saw the 
death of Queen Elizabeth II, 
immediately prompting the 
ascension of King Charles III. 

With a new head of state comes a 
change of perspective, priorities and 
opinions where new manifesto’s and 
new agendas are introduced. Often 
these are in reaction to or against 
what came before.  What was in 

place is scrutinised, taken apart and 
then reconfigured in the search of achieving  an improved or alternative solution or ideology. 

Artists and Designers often analyse and deconstruct the subject of their research, be that a 
concept, a material, a process, an image etc as a way of gaining a better understanding of the 
constituent parts of whatever it is they are studying and create a new experience; a new way of 
seeing or experiencing an aspect of the world and new solutions to existing problems.

We are asking you to become your new head of state. What will you deconstruct and reconfigure? 

PROJECT TASK
Consider the phrase “Change of State” in its broadest sense. Apply the processes of 
analysis, deconstruction and reconfiguration to ONE of the following sources: 

An object (think electrical items, furniture, toys, clothing)
A material or material state (think freezing, boiling, melting, eroding, burning, unravelling, 
shredding, smashing, exploding)
A text (think short poem, phrase, song, headline, slogan, letter form) 
A manifesto or campaign (think politics, adverts, activism, slogan)
A recipe (think ingredients, processes such as baking, roasting, grating, boiling, chopping, 
whisking, blending, freezing, frying, peeling). 
An image (think photo, media image, advertising image, personal image, old image, found image) 
A building (think domestic, leisure, civic, place of work, commercial, public, semi-public, private)

Construct an Artefact / Object / Film / Performance that re-presents the information you 
have gathered from your source in a new configuration.

METHODOLOGY

1. Research 2-3 artists/designers from the list below, put images and notes in a small 
sketchbook.

Bob & Roberta Smith | Cornelia Parker | Comme des Garsons | Damien Ortega | Ikea Hacks | 
Helen Kirkham | Tom Phillips | Evelina Bratell & Carl Kleiner for Ikea | Francis Alys | Michael Landy
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2. Analysis. Conduct your own practical research and record this. 
Start by analysing and deconstructing your chosen subject. What are the constituent parts? 
Do you physically need to deconstruct your subject to get a better understanding of it? If so what 
processes you you use? Do you carefully and methodically take something apart or do you 
deconstruct your subject in a less considered, and more abrupt way?
Record your findings. (photography, sketches, film, sound? Consider slow motion film, close ups, 
different view points, speed of change, before during and after shots, etc, etc.  )
What have you learnt about your subject? What discoveries have you made? How do you present 
these?

3. Reconstruction (including sketches, proposed designs, annotation) and record this. 
How are you going to reconfigure your constituent parts to create something new? 
This could be organic, playful, meticulously considered or unpredictable, it will be led by the 
information you have gathered. How many ways can you put it back together? How do these 
configurations change its original form or meaning. You might create something completely 
unrecognisable from its original form.  

Draw, photograph, and make notes on the development of your idea. We want to see your 
decision making so please include ALL of your thinking. This includes all the ideas that you 
rejected as well as any tests, samples etc that went wrong. We want to see how you problem 
solve!

Material and media are your choice - Although consider updating traditional materials and 
methods.

4. Photograph your final Artefact / Object / Film / Performance

Document your response photographically (this could be a series of images or moquettes that 
document change or a short film or animation (no longer than 1 min)). Your documentation should 
demonstrate the change that your subject underwent. 

You can use a sketchbook or larger sheets of paper to showcase your work.

5. Make some brief notes answering these questions. 
Reflective questions… Has the message or meaning changed? If so, how? Has it been 
subverted?  Has it only slightly altered or does it bear no resemblance to its previous state?

We are aware that most of you are working hard for your final exams, this project should 
not interfere or take time away from your studies. Please spend no longer than a few days 
undertaking this task. 

PLEASE do not contact us for guidance, we want you to try something new, make 
independent decisions and find your own solutions - We don’t know what to expect 
from you and that’s exciting. Don’t be afraid to make a few mistakes, this is part of 
the creative process as long as you record and document the processes. We hope 
you enjoy the project!

Application Deadline: 14th February 2023.

Please submit your entry project so that it is included as part of your portfolio. Please sign 
post it clearly within your portfolio. 


